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ABSTRACT: The key challenge for in vivo biosensing is to design biomarker-
responsive contrast agents that can be readily detected and monitored by broadly
available biomedical imaging modalities. While a range of biosensors have been
designed for optical, photoacoustic, and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)
modalities, technical challenges have hindered the development of ultrasound
biosensors, even though ultrasound is widely available, portable, safe, and capable
of both surface and deep tissue imaging. Typically, contrast-enhanced ultrasound
imaging is generated by gas-filled microbubbles. However, they suffer from short
imaging times because of the diffusion of the gas into the surrounding media. This
demands an alternate approach to generate nanosensors that reveal pH-specific changes in ultrasound contrast in biological
environments. Silica cores were coated with pH-responsive poly(methacrylic acid) (PMASH) in a layer-by-layer (LbL) approach and
subsequently covered in a porous organosilica shell. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and confocal laser scanning
microscopy (CLSM) were employed to monitor the successful fabrication of multilayered particles and prove the pH-dependent
shrinkage/swelling of the PMASH layer. This demonstrates that reduction in pH below healthy physiological levels resulted in
significant increases in ultrasound contrast, in gel phantoms, mouse cadaver tissue, and live mice. The future of such materials could
be developed into a platform of biomarker-responsive ultrasound contrast agents for clinical applications.
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In vivo biosensing is an emerging research discipline in which
the dynamic fluctuations of the critical biomarkers of health
and disease are monitored in a continuous and real-time
manner.1 While the current paradigm of sample collection
followed by endpoint analysis in a laboratory has served disease
management well in many areas of medicine, the dynamic
nature of some rapid onset conditions (e.g., sepsis, acute
coronary syndrome, ischemia/reperfusion injury, etc.) would
significantly benefit from real-time monitoring. Several
approaches to address this challenge have been demonstrated
using different detection platforms, including the electro-
chemical sensing of therapeutic drug levels, the optical and
electrochemical sensing of glucose in the management of
diabetes, fluorescence imaging of cardiac ischemia/reperfusion
injury using pH, and reactive oxygen species−sensitive
nanoprobes, and the magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) of
neurotransmitter-specific nanosensors.2−11 However, optical
systems suffer from poor depth penetration, electrochemical
systems require “wiring” and provide no spatial information,
and MRI (or positron-emission tomography) is not very
feasible for real-time applications. There are enormous
opportunities in developing new in vivo biosensors linked to
simple and widely available detection techniques to provide
timely information to guide therapeutic intervention.
Ultrasound is the most commonly used medical imaging

technique as it is portable, noninvasive, and allows for tuneable
tissue penetration.12−14 Tissue discrimination in ultrasound

can be enhanced by the use of contrast agents such as
commercially available microbubbles (ca. 1−8 μm), which
consist of a gaseous core and a phospholipid shell. Micro-
bubbles for applications in molecular imaging is therefore a
highly attractive field of research, for both diagnostic and
theranostic applications.15−19 However, these microbubbles
have a short imaging time window (5−20 min after injection)
due to gas diffusion, making them unsuitable for longer-term
imaging or in vivo biosensing studies.20,21 In more recent
studies regarding contrast agent development, enzymes and
inorganic agents have been incorporated into the interior of
particles for the diagnostic detection of endogenous levels of
hydrogen peroxide in vivo.22−24 Although these ultrasound
contrast agents do not suffer from the same fate as
conventional ultrasound microbubbles, they are, however,
still dose dependent and do not allow for continuous or “on-
demand” monitoring.
Inorganic micro- and nanoparticles have attracted significant

attention as echogenic contrast agents, due to their modular
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material properties (porosity, surface chemistry, etc.) and
biocompatibility.21,25−29 Silica can be fabricated into a wide
array of sizes and shapes, with different porosities and core/
shell structures, and also allows for the incorporation of
organic, inorganic, and biological compounds. This versatility
enables tuning of the scattering responses in ultrasound
imaging through changing the density of the particles and
number of interfaces.26,28−31 With the exclusion of solid silica
spheres, the silica materials applied in ultrasound imaging to
date are dependent on the presence or generation of gas for
ultrasound contrast.28 This gas dependence for ultrasound
signal transduction means that the materials are only suitable
for diagnosis or monitoring in a short-term imaging window,
opening up opportunities for stimuli-responsive, gas-independ-
ent materials for longer term, e.g., monitoring of hydrogen
peroxidase in the liver.22,23

The creation of hybrid materials between stimulus-
responsive polymers and silica nanomaterials, in particular,
has led to the development of contrast agents with enhanced
mechanical strength, enhanced image contrast, and ultrasound-
triggered drug release. The first generation of these materials
featured microbubbles containing silane-polymer conjugates,
designed either to strengthen the shell to reduce the rupture of
particles,31 or to incorporate enzyme substrates for triggered
drug release.29 More recently, mesoporous silica coated with
thermoresponsive polymers has been used to control drug
encapsulation and ultrasound-triggered release without pre-
mature drug leakage.32 As an alternative to presynthesized
polymer films, others have employed the layer-by-layer (LbL)
process to create highly tuneable polymer capsules (altering
number of layers, etc.) for drug encapsulation, which can be
ruptured selectively in the ultrasound beam to release cargo.13

LbL capsules infused with in situ−nucleated silica were also
created to take advantage of the enhanced mechanical and
contrast properties of the silica while maintaining the
controlled release properties of the ultrasound-responsive
polymer.33 While the above-mentioned particles are capable
of generating ultrasound contrast and can be utilized for
theranostic or diagnostic applications, they are not suitable as
ultrasound biosensors because they still exhibit gas diffusion
and are susceptible to ultrasound beam damage.
While the combination of silica and polymeric nanomaterials

has been used successfully to create new ultrasound contrast
and controlled release agents, to the best of our knowledge,
there are no reports of single-dose, nongas-dependent
ultrasound in vivo biosensors, capable of producing a long-
term reversible signal response to track dynamic changes in
important biomarkers. In this study, we introduce a solid
ultrasound nanosensor (sUN), capable of producing high
imaging contrast in response to local pH differences in gel
phantoms and animal tissue, without relying on gas
production. While the healthy reference range for blood pH
in adults is ∼7.3−7.45, pH varies with anatomical location
(e.g., 5.0−7.0 in the stomach) and disease states such as
inflammatory disease, cancer, and transplant rejection.34 In the
case of tissue transplantation, the rejection for the transplant is
associated with the pH decline to 6.45 or lower,35 while
acidified extracellular environments (pH < 7.0) are a hallmark
of many cancers.36

The pH-responsive sUN designed in this study is composed
of three critical building blocks: (i) a solid silica core, coated
with (ii) a cross-linked thiol factionalized poly(methacrylic
acid) (PMASH) multilayered film prepared by the hydrogen-

bonded LbL technique, encapsulated by (iii) a porous
organosilica shell. The separation of the two silica components
by the dynamic PMASH film enables a reversible switch of
scattering interfaces and a change in material properties in
response to pH modulation, allowing for the real-time
monitoring of pH by ultrasound imaging as demonstrated
both in vitro and in vivo.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Silica particles (SiO2, 0.829 μm, 5 wt %) were purchased from
microParticles GmbH. (3-Mercaptopropyl)trimethoxysilane (MPS,
Mr 196.34 g mol−1), triethylamine (TEA, Mr 101.19 g mol−1), tannic
acid (TA, Mr 1701.20 g mol−1), poly(methacrylic acid) (PMAA, Mr
10 kDa, 30 wt %), poly(N-vinylpyrrolidone) (PVPON, Mr 40 kDa),
sodium hydroxide (NaOH), dithiothreitol (DTT), 4-(4,6-dimethoxy-
1,3,5-triazin-2-yl)-4-methylmorpholinium chloride (DMTMM), N-
chloro-p-toluenesulfonamide sodium salt hydrate (chloramine-T
hydrate), 2,2′-dithiodipyridine (DTDP), phosphate-buffered saline
(PBS) tablets, 2-morpholinoethanesulfonic acid buffer (MES),
sodium acetate (NaOAc), 3-(N-morpholino)propanesulfonic acid
(MOPS), 4-(2-hydroxyethyl)-1-piperazineethanesulfonic acid
(HEPES), agarose, and tetrahydrofuran were obtained from Sigma
Aldrich. Cy5-maleimide (Cy5) was purchased from Lumiprobe.
SYLGARD 184 silicone elastomer curing agent (poly-
(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS)) was purchased from Dow Chemical.
Alamar Blue and Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium were
purchased from ThermoFisher Scientific.

LbL and PMASH Postmodifications and sUN Synthesis. The
LbL assembly of the thiol-linked poly(methacrylic acid) polymer
(PMASH) was performed using a previously described method
(Scheme S1).22 Briefly, PMASH (3 mg) was dissolved in the DTT
(20 μL, 0.5 mol) solution in the MOPS buffer (20 mM, pH 8) and
stirred for 30 min at room temperature. The solution was then added
to sodium acetate (40 mM, pH 4) buffer at a concentration of 100 g
L−1 and adjusted to pH 4. PVPON was also dissolved at the
concentration of 100 g L−1 in sodium acetate (40 mM, pH 4), and pH
was adjusted to pH 4. The SiO2 particles (100 μL, 5 wt %) were
washed three times into sodium acetate (40 mM, pH 4) buffer and
then incubated in the PVPON (200 μL, 1 mg mL−1) solution for 10
min at room temperature. After the particles were washed three times,
they were incubated with PMASH (200 μL, 1 mg mL−1) for 10 min.
This process was repeated until six bilayers were applied to the surface
of the SiO2 particles. The PMASH layers were cross-linked by the
addition of chloramine T (1.26 mmol) in MES (50 mM, pH 6). The
particles were then washed three times in the MES buffer to remove
the PVPON layers and further washed three times into sodium
acetate (40 mM, pH 4). To fluorescently label the polymer, Cy5 was
dissolved in tetrahydrofuran (1.6 mM), 0.5 μL added to the particles
suspended in NaOAc (500 μL, 40 mM, pH 4), incubated overnight,
and subsequently washed three times to remove any unreacted dye.
For shell coating, to hydrolyze the methoxy groups on MPS, milli-Q
(80 mL) was acidized with hydrochloric acid (1.8 mL, 2 M) and MPS
(10 mL) and was added and stirred (440 rpm) for 18 h. Following
hydrolysis, this solution was split into two 50 mL falcon tubes and
centrifuged (3500 RCF) for 30 min to separate aqueous monomers
from higher-order oligomers. After washing SiO2@(PMASH)6 (1.45 ×
108 particles mL−1) thoroughly first in PBS and then in 2× Milli-Q
water, the shell coating reaction was initiated by adding hydrolyzed
MPS (45 μL, 1.62 mM), TEA (1 μL, 3.19 mM), and TA (8.18 × 10−4

mM) in a final volume of 1.24 mL. This solution was then left to stir
for 30 min, followed by extensive washing in Milli-Q water to remove
unreacted reagents. Particle concentration was monitored throughout
the study using a hemocytometer, based on three independent
samples.

Confocal Laser Scanning Microscope. Confocal imaging was
performed on a Leica SP8 X confocal using a 40× PL APO NA1.3
objective. All images were collected at zoom 3 and 2048 × 2048 pixel
resolution to achieve optimal sampling. Excitation was performed by
633 nm laser lines with emission captured at 640−700 nm.
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Fluorescence Microscopy. Fluorescence microscopy was
performed on an Olympus BX 51 microscope equipped with a
100× objective lens (Olympus UPlanFL N 40 x/1.3, oil, Ph1). A
charge-coupled device (CCD) camera (Olympus XM10) was
mounted on the top port of the microscope. Fluorescence images
(excitation: 604−644 nm, emission: 627−712 nm) were illuminated
with a Hg arc lamp (Olympus U-RFL-T). Images were acquired using
Cell Sens (Ver.1.18) and analyzed using ImageJ (version 2.35).
Electron Microscopy. The transmission electron microscopy

(TEM) images of the particles were collected using the FEI Tecnai
T20 with a LaB6 emitter and twin lens using an acceleration voltage
of 200 kV. The images were acquired using an Orius SCD200D wide-
angle CCD camera. Samples were prepared by drying aqueous particle
suspension onto holy carbon grids mounted onto a single tilting
holder. To prepare microtomed sections, sUNs were freeze-dried for
24 h, then embedded into a resin, sliced into ∼90-nm-thick sections
(Ultracut S microtome, Reichert-Leica) and mounted on a holey
carbon copper grid (200 mesh, ProSciTech).
Gel Phantom Preparation for Ultrasound Imaging. The mold

used for phantom measurements was designed in Rhinoceros 5 and
converted to .stl file format following three-dimensional (3D) printing
on a FLASHFORGE NEW Creator Pro Dual Extrusion 3D Printer in
acrylonitrile butadiene styrene (see Figure S4a). PDMS set with 10%
of cross-linking agent was poured into a 3D-printed mold in a
desiccator and kept under vacuum for 24 h, to ensure that cross-
linking had occurred, before being placed in an oven for 60 min (see
resulting mold, Figure S4b). To prepare agarose phantoms, the
HEPES buffer (40 mM, pH 7) was degassed three times to remove
any air bubbles. The HEPES buffer (50 mL, 40 mM, pH 7) was then
heated to 90 °C under constant stirring, and then agarose (100 mg)
was added to the solution. After the agarose was dissolved, the
temperature was lowered to 80 °C for 30 min. The sUN particles
were then resuspended into the degassed HEPES buffer (40 mM, pH
7). Without introducing gas bubbles, a particle suspension (10 μL, 4
× 105 particles mL−1) was mixed with an equal volume of buffered
agarose. Then the suspension was pipetted into a cylindrical tube
mold and left to set for 10 min before being removed and
resuspended in the HEPES buffer (40 mM, pH 7). Each sample
was prepared in triplicate. For ultrasound imaging, the phantoms were
placed onto a surface coated with ultrasound gel. Images from gel
phantoms were acquired using the FIJIFILM VisualSonics Vevo 2100
instrument, with the MS-550D transducer at 40 MHz. Subsequently,
gel phantoms were washed thoroughly in the HEPES buffer (40 mM)
at the desired pH to remove the residual gel and stored at 4 °C for
reimaging over several days. The controls of SiO2 cores in agar were
prepared and imaged using the same method.
In Vitro Cell Viability Assay. Cell viability was assessed via the

Alamar Blue assay. Cells were seeded the day before on 96-well plates
at a density of 10 000 cells per well. The cells were then incubated
with sUN samples (1.12 × 108 particles mL−1) in PBS, prepared
through serial dilution and incubated at 37 °C for 24 h in a humidified

incubator with 5% of atmospheric CO2. The samples were run in
triplicate. After incubation, the medium was removed and a 10% v/v
solution of Alamar Blue in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium was
added. The cells were incubated for a further 4 h at 37 °C. Cell
viability was determined by measuring the fluorescence (excitation:
540 nm, emission: 590 nm). Wells incubated without cells were used
as blank. Control samples were cells incubated with PBS (without
sUN).

Ultrasound Imaging and Data Analysis. Ultrasound images
were acquired by the FUJIFILM VisualSonics Vevo 2100 instrument,
using the MS-550D transducer at 40 MHz (gel phantoms and
cadavers) and the MX250 transducer at 18 MHz 10% dB power and
2D gain at 15 (live animals). Images were analyzed using ImageJ,
whereby each sample was recorded in a .avi stack frame that contained
no artifacts (air bubbles or mold reflections). On each image stack,
manual regions of interest (ROI) were drawn on the inital image and
applied though sucsessive stacks for pH 4, 5, 6, and 7 and the
background and control, avoiding interfaces. The average integrated
densities were collected, and the background signal (before
injections) was subtracted. For cadaver images, from a series of 10
frames to avoid artifacts from the needle, ROI were drawn in ImageJ
and the average of the integrated density was calculated.

Animal Studies. Cadaver experiments were carried out on freshly
culled 8 week female athymic Balb/C nude mice, following
exsanguination using heparinized saline (10 μL mL−1, 8 mL of total
infusion volume) to remove the blood volume. Twin subcutaneous
perfusion lines were applied to the flank for particle and buffer
injections. The degassed HEPES buffer (200 μL, 40 mM, pH 4) was
injected into the cadaver from one line, and subsequently, sUN or
silica cores (25 μL, 1.12 × 108 particles mL−1) were injected in the
second line which was then removed from the skin. The site was
monitored for 1 h with a 3D scan acquired every 10 min, followed by
the injections of the degassed HEPES buffer (200 μL, 40 mM, pH 4),
with the last injection of the HEPES buffer (200 μL, 40 mM, pH 7).
Live animal imaging experiments were performed on C57/black mice
in accordance with the Australian Code for the care and use of
animals for scientific purposes and approved by the AMREP Animal
Ethics Committee. Following isoflurane, hair removal cream was
applied to the flank of the mouse before imaging; subsequently, sUN
or silica cores (50 μL, 1.12 × 108 particles mL−1) suspended in the
PBS (0.1 M, pH 7) buffer were mixed with acidized PBS (50 μL, 0.1
M, pH 3.2) and then immediately injected into the flank skin via
subcutaneous injection. Brightness mode and contrast mode ultra-
sound imaging were performed immediately after injection, and every
5 min for 15 min.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Synthesis and Characterization of sUNs. To create an
sUN responsive to local pH changes, we designed a
multilayered nanoparticle, encasing a pH-sensitive polymer

Scheme 1. Synthesis of pH-Responsive sUNa

aStarting with the silica cores (SiO2), PMASH and PVPON layers (six bilayers) were deposited in the LbL process. PMASH layers were cross-linked
through the thiol functionality, and the PVPON was removed (SiO2@(PMASH)6) subsequently. These particles were then encapsulated in a porous
MPS shell to form the final sUN.
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film in between a silica core and a porous organosilica shell
(Scheme 1). To this end, poly(vinylpyrrolidone) (PVPON)
and thiol-modified PMA (PMASH) were alternatively deposited
onto the surface of the silica cores via a hydrogen-bonding LbL
approach (Scheme S1).37,38 Upon successful layer build-up,
PMASH layers were cross-linked through the oxidation of the
free thiols, and PVPON was removed by washing into PBS
(pH 7.4). The degree of thiol functionality in PMASH layers
has been reported to affect the degree of swelling in the
resulting polymer films.39−41 Here we chose a polymer with 10
mol % thiol functionality, to allow the pH-responsive swelling
of films to occur.40 Finally, to provide an additional interface
and also to protect the critical polymer film, we encapsulated
SiO2@(PMASH)6 in an organosilica shell primarily composed
of 3-mercaptopropyltrimethoxysilane (MPS). The shell was
deposited using tannic acid as a porogen, under conditions
favoring polymer film expansion (pH 7.4), thus allowing for
proton transport through the shell to the responsive polymer.
A combination of confocal fluorescence and transmission
electron microscopy was employed to characterize the
nanomaterials at different stages of fabrication. To study the
PMASH-modified SiO2 core particles after cross-linking, the
polymer film was labeled with Cy5 maleimide on the residual
free thiols on the PMASH polymer by the maleimide−thiol
coupling reaction. The polymer film thickness was observed to
vary as a function of pH, based on confocal microscopy
observations (Figure 1a,b).
As the pKa of the PMASH film is ∼4.9,40 the acid groups are

deprotonated under neutral or physiological pH, causing the
swelling of the film due to repulsion between the negatively
charged carboxylate groups, whereas in acidic conditions below
the pKa, the acid groups are protonated, and the film is
contracted onto the silica cores. In solution, the size of the
overall particle varied between 1.91 ± 0.02 μm at pH 7 and
1.67 ± 0.03 μm at pH 4, consistent with previous reports.39

The MPS shell was coated onto the expanded polymer-coated
silica cores at pH 7, to retain the interstitial space between the
shell and core, allowing for the expansion and contraction of
PMASH during sensor application. Interestingly, once the
porous MPS shell was synthesized on the top of the polymer-
coated cores, we observed a negligible change in particle size as
a function of pH, indicating that the shell has a constraining
effect on the swelling behavior of the polymer film (Figure S1).
TEM revealed that the polymer film after cross-linking is
visible as a thin film coating the core (Figure 1d,e). The MPS
shell coating was also confirmed by TEM, indicating a rougher
surface (Figure 1d,e) along with a change in size from silica
cores of a mean diameter of 840 ± 0.71 to 1.1 ± 0.12 μm
(Figure 1f). Moreover, microtome TEM images confirmed the
presence of three distinct material layers on the surface of the
SiO2 cores, with the PMASH film covering the entirety of the
silica core and a thin silica shell layer present on the edges of
the polymer (Figure S3). Note that the change in size observed
in TEM is not consistent with that in confocal microscopy due
to material shrinkage under high vacuum.
Echogenic Properties of sUNs in Gel Phantoms. Upon

the successful fabrication of the sUN, agarose gel phantoms
were prepared and imaged with a preclinical ultrasound
imaging system to evaluate changes in contrast intensity under
different pH conditions. A custom-designed, ultrasound-
neutral poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) device was cast as
the sample holder (Figure S4a,b), allowing for the 3D
alignment of the sample to maintain a constant distance

from the transducer. Gel phantoms were prepared to contain
either sUN or SiO2 negative control samples. First, the
phantoms containing sUNs at pH 7 were imaged every 24 h
over 3 days, confirming a long-term, stable echogenic response
(Figure 2a), in comparison to a shorter-lived gas-filled polymer
or silica-based microbubbles.21,25,30,42,43 Next, the sUNs and

Figure 1. Microscopic characterization of silica cores and sUN.
Confocal microscopy of Cy5-labeled SiO2@(PMASH)6 in 40 mM
HEPES buffer at (a) pH 4 and (b) pH 7. TEM images of (c) SiO2
cores, (d) SiO2@(PMASH)6 showing a polymer film deposited on the
surface of the SiO2 cores, and (e) sUN following the addition of the
silica layer on the top of the PMASH film. (f) Size distribution of SiO2,
SiO2@(PMASH)6, and sUN, measured on TEM micrographs (****P
< 0.0001).

Figure 2. Ultrasound imaging of nanoparticle-encapsulated gel
phantoms. (a) Effect of time on the ultrasound signal of sUN
suspended in agar (1%) in the HEPES buffer (40 mM) at pH 7,
imaged over 72 h at 24 h time points. (b) Effect of pH on ultrasound
response for SiO2 cores (control) compared to sUN, suspended in
agar (1%) in the HEPES buffer (40 mM), showing the relationship
between pH and ultrasound backscatter (****P < 0.0001).
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SiO2 control phantoms were imaged after incubation in buffer
at pH 7, 6, and 5. We observed a 2-fold increase in ultrasound
contrast with each decreasing step in pH for the sUNs, while
the corresponding signal of the SiO2 control samples did not
change significantly with pH (Figure 2b). To our knowledge,
this is the first example of analyte-dependent contrast
enhancement without reliance on a gas-based system. The
pH dependence of the ultrasound signal for the sUNs is likely
based on two complementary mechanisms.
First, the stiffness of PMASH layers formed through the LbL

process on surfaces has been shown to increase dramatically
with decreasing pH.44 However, the gap required for the
expansion and contraction of PMASH between the silica core
and organosilica shell remains relatively constant (based on
observed size trends, Figure S1). Previously, it was shown that
hard inclusions in a soft medium would have a high level of
contrast-transfer efficiency, and the transfer efficiency
decreases with decreasing density.12,45 Hence the pH-depend-
ent stiffness of the polymer layer would translate to a density
change, leading to ultrasound enhancement at low pH (based
on harmonic trends, Figure S2). Second, increasing the
number of interfaces for scattering or reflection in a
multicompartment silica nanomaterial has also been observed

to increase an ultrasound signal.28 This could also partly
explain the increased ultrasound signal at low pH for the sUNs;
when the PMASH layer is contracted against the core, there are
two clear silica interfaces at which scattering/reflection could
occur, whereas when the PMASH is expanded, it could act to
reduce this effect.28

Ultrasound Imaging of sUNs in Animal Tissue. We
next investigate pH-responsive ultrasound contrast imaging in
mouse cadavers. Images were collected from subcutaneous
tissue in the flank skin of mice, in an area which showed
minimal ultrasound contrast upon injection. Imaging was
carried out before and after the subcutaneous injection of sUN
or SiO2 controls, and following simulated pH changes via the
injection of HEPES buffer solutions at pH 4 or 7. For the
evaluation of the images, we used a manually defined region of
interest (ROI).23,46 This region was defined from the last data
set in the series, which was then extrapolated to the remaining
data sets in that series. The background for subtraction was
based on the same tissue site before nanoparticle injection.
The SiO2 controls showed a negligible change in ultrasound
contrast during the experiment (45 min, Figure 3a,b), in
agreement with phantom experiments. The sUNs initially
injected at physiological pH showed low signal, which

Figure 3. Ultrasound imaging of control and sUN in tissue. (a) Corresponding gray values of the control, taken from the region of interest (ROI)
measured at 15 min time points as integrated density over the image stacks, showing no statistical difference in ultrasound backscatter with the
change of pH. (b) Ex vivo ultrasound images of SiO2 cores (control) following the same protocol as sUNs (b). (c) Corresponding gray values of
the sUN, taken from the region of interest (ROI) measured at 15 min time points as integrated density over the image stacks ****P < 0.0001, ns P
< 0.9421. (d) Ex vivo ultrasound images of sUN injection into the subcutaneous tissue with HEPES buffer at pH 4; after 15 min, a further 100 μL
of HEPES (pH 4) was injected; at 30 min, 100 μL of HEPES (pH 7) was injected.

Figure 4. Ultrasound imaging of sUN in vivo. (a) Plots of the corresponding normalized gray values of sUNs and silica cores, taken from an area of
injection, measured at 5 min time points as integrated density over the image stacks. Statistical analysis indicated a nonzero slope for sUNs (P =
0.0028), in comparison to the silica cores (P = 0.1458). (b) Corresponding representative ultrasound images for points plotted in (a).
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increased upon injection at pH 4. Reversing the pH value to 7
caused a significant drop in signal (Figure 3c,d). These results
show that sUNs could produce reversible pH-specific changes
in ultrasound contrast in animal tissue, over at least 45 min of
imaging time.
Progressing from cadaver studies, we next investigated the

pH-responsiveness of sUNs in live animals in comparison to
SiO2 core controls. At this point, before live animal imaging,
we also evaluated the cytotoxicity of the sUNs on NIH/3T3
cells using an Alamar Blue assay. The sUN particles showed
negligible toxicity on the cells in comparison to the control
(Figure S5), consistent with recent studies from our groups
and others on the biocompatibility of organosilica materi-
als.47−49 sUNs and cores were initially injected into the flank
skin of mice in the PBS pH 7 buffer, followed by an injection
of low-pH PBS to transiently reduce the local tissue pH.
Images were collected every 5 min over 15 min, and we
observed a significant increase in contrast for the sUNs in
comparison to a constant signal for the silica cores (Figure 4).
This suggests that the average pH in the injection area
decreased over the 15 min imaging period. To further
investigate the sUN stability in the ultrasound beam in live
animals, a triggered pulse sequence was employed, which
typically resulted in the bursting of microbubbles.13 Yet, no
change in image contrast or harmonic signals was observed,
suggesting that the sUNs were mechanically stable during
typical pulse sequences (Figure S6).
With the combination of deep tissue penetration and

widespread utility, ultrasound imaging could be a “gateway”
modality for the clinical translation of in vivo biosensing
technologies. The diagnostic applications of ultrasound
traditionally involve imaging of blood flow and/or movement
of anatomical structures; however, in this study, we created a
long sought-after link to functional molecular imaging, which
when combined with long-term material stability and
reversibility leads to a unique in vivo biosensing approach. In
comparison to fluorescence modalities, which are currently the
leading technologies in this area,3,7,8 our results point to several
additional advantages beyond those previously introduced.
First, there is no need to incorporate fluorophores, several of
which are potentially cytotoxic and have recently been shown
to affect cellular trafficking in vivo.50−52 The image analysis
from ultrasound imaging is also more straightforward than for
fluorescence, as there is no need for spectral unmixing
algorithms. Finally, we found that we could tailor the material
properties of the nanosensors directly for the preclinical/
clinical imaging system, rather than for a lab-based imaging
system that may have different requirements for clinical
applications (e.g., a fluorescence microscope vs a fluorescent
imaging camera).6,9 However, it is not yet possible to
undertake multiplexing analysis with ultrasound, a common
practice in fluorescent measurements, but the field is ripe for
future development that may include photoacoustic detection
approaches or materials with unique radio frequency signals to
begin addressing this limitation in the future. The next step in
this research is to progress our animal studies from technical
proof-of-concept to investigating dynamic pH changes in
animal models of disease, including investigation on biodis-
tribution from the implantation site, and the potential
inflammatory reactions of host tissue toward the sUN sensor,
with the key goal to translate the technology into human
imaging studies.

■ CONCLUSIONS
In this study, we have demonstrated the fabrication of a solid,
gas-free ultrasound contrast agent that produced a pH-
dependent contrast enhancement response in vivo. After
fabricating and characterizing a hybrid silica/PMASH nanoma-
terial, we then showed clear pH-dependent contrast enhance-
ment in gel phantoms along with signal stability over at least
three days, in comparison to microbubbles, which show
relatively short imaging times due to either diffusion of gas into
the bloodstream or bursting of the bubble during imaging.24

We then injected and imaged the particles in mouse tissue
samples and live mice, observing clear pH-dependent signals
over relatively long imaging times, without bursting behavior,
in comparison to PMASH-free silica controls. These materials
hold strong promise for biomarker-responsive ultrasound
imaging agents to be ultimately used in patients.
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